TUBULAR DRAG CONVEYOR
A QUIET AND RELIABLE PERFORMER.

Convey product in a completely sealed system.
The sprocket drive pulls a heavy-duty chain and flight assembly through a fully enclosed casing, moving material through the pipe without separating or degrading product and prevents dusting.

Move challenging materials.
Convey high-moisture, abrasive, blended, friable, easy-to-compact, large particle, or materials that smear without compromising quality.

Use less energy than other conveyors.
The low horsepower motor produces the steady drag that cuts your unit energy costs.

One conveyor does the work of many.
Configure the tubular drag to convey product vertically, horizontally, at any angle and around corners. Inlets and outlets can be configured where needed.

Configuration Examples

Bulb Loop with Gooseneck
Right Angle Z-Style
Z-Style with Convey Run Incline
Hapman offers a complete line of material handling equipment that easily integrates into existing systems, including:

- Flexible Screw Conveyors
- Tubular Drag Conveyors
- Vacuum Conveyors
- Feeders
- Bulk Bag Unloaders
- Bulk Bag Fillers
- Bag Dump Stations
- Lump Breakers
- And More

Prevent material from getting trapped with Hapman’s exclusive Self-Cleaning Discharge Gate that opens and closes in position to allow full discharge of material.

Patented air-over-hydraulic auto tensioner mitigates unplanned downtime and dramatically reduces maintenance. Built-in sensors automatically keep the chain at optimum performance, even under varying loads.

Effectively removes stuck material from flights and chain with dual spinning brushes that prevent carryover, and facilitate full material discharge from conveyor. Other cleaning options available, such as air knife and vibration box.

Ask about our free material testing!